
Welcome to
2Ring Staffino 
webinar

Please be advised that this meeting will be recorded.

Please keep muted during the presentation.    You can then ask questions during the Q&A portion at the end.

Michal
mgrebac@2Ring.com

If you have questions 
during the presentation, 
post them into the chat 
window and send them 
to everyone.

Michaela
michaela@staffino.com

Tom
tmccain@2Ring.com

Ossamah 
ossamah.shabbir@2Ring.com



What is Staffino and how does 2Ring 
integrate with the Staffino solution?

How is Staffino different from 
traditional IVR surveys?

How you can purchase this solution
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How Staffino Compares to IVR Post Call Surveys

How Staffino Achieves Above Average 
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Why Every #CCTR 
Needs CX & AX Solution



The role of CX and AX in CC

Saving cost 
driven

Revenue 
driven

Agent 
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retention
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Cross-sell
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CSAT & 
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First Call 
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Agent 
performance

Process 
improvements

Quick win

Quick win Quick win



Agent 
Turnover



Agent turnover

High agent 
turnover rate 
in contact 
centers

30-45%

● Lack of motivation
● Low recognition
● Low engagement
● Stress



Agent turnover

What does a 4% voluntary
attrition decrease mean?
$550,000 cost savings

Unproductive time (newcomers) 
costs savings
Training costs savings

Staffino 
Launch

Overall 
attrition

Attrition due to lack of 
motivation



Agent turnover
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Customer 
Retention



Churning 
customers

Customer Retention



Customer Retention

Revenue secured 
by identifying and 
retaining churning 
customers



More than half of all reactive 
retention cases, that we 
capture via Staffino, we 
wouldn’t have ever caught.
For us, it’s a completely new channel, that helps us to retain our 
customers. Thanks its simplicity and ability to discuss internally 
every single case directly in the app we are capable to retain 70% of 
all customers that tend to leave.

Customer Retention

Vladislav Kupka
Customer Service 
Director
Orange



You can identify customers by simply 
asking them about their recent 
experience. A typical example is to 
ask customers about their 
experience when visiting your branch 
or calling your contact centre.

Customer Retention

Retention through 
transactional 
surveys

A few weeks ago my colleague shared details about his 
program and pricing with his telco provider and I will tell 
you, it is a much better offer than I got from you. So maybe I 
will stop by there and ask.



FCR
First Call/Contact 
Resolution



FCR - First Call Resolution

More 
Contacts

Lower 
Customer 
Satisfaction 
(CSAT)

Impact on 
Revenue

More 
Contacts

More Agents
Higher Cost 
for Contact 
Center

Low 
FCR

Low 
FCR



FCR increase 2%

Decrease of repeated call rate 2%

Reduction of CC headcount 1%

Number of agents 500

Annual labour cost / 1 agent $30,000

Savings $150,000

FCR increase 1%

CSAT increase 1%

FCR - First Call Resolution

Cost savings 
estimate

Revenue increase 
estimate



FCR - First Call Resolution

Within the survey 
typically a simple 
YES/NO question 
will do the job



Agent 
Performance



Agent Performance

Company 
Brand

Customer 
Churn

Customer 
Satisfaction

FCR

Attrition



Agent Performance

Company 
Brand

Customer 
Churn

Customer 
Satisfaction

FCR

Attrition
Insufficient 

training

Lack of 
motivation

Lack of 
recognition

Lack of 
engagemen

t



Worst 28 agents (25%)

Satisfaction difference 16%Satisfaction difference 4 % to 7 %

Best 28 agents (25%)

Agent Performance



Agent Performance



Process 
Improvements



Strengths 
Identification

Thanks to real-time semantic analysis we are able 
to segment individual feedback into topics. We 
are able to break down topics into single units or 
the specific people responsible for feedback.

Problematic Areas 
Identification

Process Improvements



Process Improvements

Patrik Varga
Head of Distribution 
Business Department
E.ON

Just three months after Staffino 
deployed, the onboarding of new 
customers in E.ON was reduced by 
almost 1 week!
Staffino helped us identify customer cases that were not followed up effectively. 
Delayed customer cases were instantly flagged by Staffino instead of getting stuck 
in company processes. This allowed E.ON operators to manage customer cases in a 
timely way, resulting in an average reduction of implementation times by 6 days, 
from 21 to 15.

We also collected most repeated questions operators couldn’t help customers with. 
We are about to train agents to be able to answer. Next time customers ask the 
question, agents will be better prepared.



Cross-sell 
Up-sell



- Agent gives wrong information about products/services
- Agent forgets to mention certain product/service 
- Agent doesn’t follow up

Missing on sales 
opportunities

- Why customer complains/thanks for up-selling

Data for best practices

Cross-sell / Up-sell



Thank-yous for up-selling



Customer 
Satisfaction & 
Loyalty



Source: The Temkin Group’s 2016 Customer Experience Rating study

CSAT & Loyalty

Why Customer 
Satisfaction and 
Loyalty matter?



CSAT & Loyalty

Overall satisfaction grew 
dramatically in last 24 months



CSAT & Loyalty

Client satisfaction with agents - 
continuous improvement

+4.4% 
increase
within 6 month period 
after launch. No process 
investment!           

Staffino



Source:  GETTING TRANSPARENT WITH STAFFINO        – internal Telekom ppt –

STAFF 
ATTITUDE

OVERALL 
SATISFACTION

Implementation 
of Staffino

CSAT & Loyalty

Roman Demeter
Senior Residential Sales 
Development Specialist
Telekom

Since STAFFINO‘s  
implementation our 
satisfaction score grows 
continuously



CSAT & Loyalty



CSAT & Loyalty



How Staffino Compares 
to IVR Post Call Surveys



IVR Email/Text Messages (SMS)

Contact information Not needed Needed

Email/Text Messages (SMS) vs IVR post call surveys
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Qualitative feedback
Low volume High volume

Low ability to use it Strong ability to use it
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IVR Email/Text Messages (SMS)

Contact information Not needed Needed

Qualitative feedback
Low volume High volume

Low ability to use it Strong ability to use it

Service recovery None or delayed Possible immediately

Channels Only telephone Multiple channels

Agent motivation X Yes

Conversion rates Low (1%) Staffino’s average 8-12%

Completion/response rate High High

Overall cost Low initially, higher in the long run Transparent

Other

Limited number/types of questions Unlimited number of questions

Limited time to respond Unlimited time to respond

Not comparable to visual results

Email/Text Messages (SMS) vs IVR post call surveys



IVR Email/Text Messages (SMS)

Lower Higher

Customer
satisfaction

IVR company is in charge Customer is in charge

Some customers find it invasive/annoying
Customers fill out the survey

on their own terms

Takes customer long time to complete Takes short time

Customer has to complete the survey right 
away, can’t go back to it later

Customer can go back to it later

Customers prefer digital channels nowadays Digital

Email/Text Messages (SMS) vs IVR



How Staffino Achieves 
Above Average 
Conversion



Dear customer,

Please click here to complete our survey. The link will be available for 
14 days, and the survey will only 
take about 10 minutes to complete.

We appreciate your participation. 
Your feedback will help us build even better products in the future.

Company XYZ

Dear valued customer,

Please give us some feedback regarding your purchase by clicking on 
the link below.
www Link com

Your response above will provide us with valuable feedback regarding 
your order, 
so that we can better assist you and other customers.

Sincerely,

Company XYZ
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Dear customer,

Please click here to complete our survey. The link will be available for 
14 days, and the survey will only 
take about 10 minutes to complete.

We appreciate your participation. 
Your feedback will help us build even better products in the future.

Company XYZ
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Personalized

Promised 
action

Humanized
Conversion rate
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Generic
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No immediate 
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2% - 3%



Mini demo

Free pilot*

*For eligibility reach out to your reseller.



Thank you.
Q&A


